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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • NOVEMBER 2015
Remembrance Day, 11 November, is nearly upon us; time to pause, reflect, remember the too
many, too young men who perished fighting to preserve our way of life. We must also remember
and express our gratitude for those who returned from the fight; their sacrifice of their youth is
repayable, for us, only through respect and thanks.
My article on Lack of Moral Fibre (LMF) is finally complete; I struggled with its framing until
I remembered George ‘Ole’ Olson (AG • 98) recounting for me the terrors he experienced during
operations…a perfect setting around which to build an account of the RAF’s struggle with
shortage of manpower and lack of trust. Ole proofread and approved it as accurate in his
feelings; I thank him for permission to use his experiences.
Bill Allom of Darwin, Australia, wrote seeking permission to use our article ‘When Nature Calls
at Altitude’ (Aug 2015) for an informative display at the Australian Aviation Heritage Centre in
Darwin, of which he is a member. Ken Wright, who authored the original, was happy to approve,
and we gave Bill our article photos in return for a promise to send pictures of the finished
display. Bill’s Dad, Cyril Allom, was a Navigator/Bomb Aimer in 180 Squadron; his aircraft was
shot down by flak near Boulogne the night of 09 Sep 44 in Mitchell II ‘EV-V’, RAF Serial
FW125 (USAAF 42-87346):
F/L Bitz, F.J. (Pilot) RCAF
P/O Allom, C.C. (Nav/B) RAAF
Sgt Addison, W.R. (WAG) RAFVR
P/O/ Bell, T.G. (AG) RCAF
Bitz, Allom and Bell all baled out into Allied
territory; Bitz (broken ankle) and Bell (sprained
ankle) spent the night at a field hospital at
Beauchamps. Cyril Allom was picked up by a
French-Canadian regiment that treated his only
injury, a slightly cut hand. Sgt Addison, a temporary
replacement for hospitalized V.A. Higgins, died in
the aircraft.
Bill has provided great information on his Father’s
last op; it will make up a February issue article.
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l-r: V.A. Higgins, T.G. Bell, Frank Bitz, Cyril Allom.
Taken in the trees at the Dunsfold tent lines.
Bill Allom photo

LACK OF MORAL FIBRE
David Poissant

Ole’s stomach churned with new fury; suspended in his mid-upper turret, constantly searching for
the enemy fighters he hoped would not appear, he was painfully aware of the intensity increasing
with each operation.
18-year old George ‘Ole’ Olson earned his Air Gunner qualification
at No. 3 Bombing & Gunnery School, MacDonald, Manitoba 28 Jan
44; by 07 Jun 44, the Day after D-Day, he was a ‘Squadron Gunner’
attached to 98 Squadron RAF at Dunsfold, Surrey flying in B-25
Mitchell bombers. Due to a shortage of Air Gunners, the RCAF/RAF
commands had rushed he and other trained Air Gunners directly to
operational units, bypassing the usual ‘crewing up’ at Operational
Training Units (OTUs) in Canada. As a Squadron Gunner, he filled
in for killed, absent, injured or tour-expired regular gunners for 35
operations. On 13 Sep 44 he was permanently assigned to Cy
Poissant’s crew, replacing his gunner who, after suffering a
breakdown, had left the Squadron.
This (25 Nov 44) operation was Ole’s 48th. During his 6 months of
operational experience he had seen 34 Squadron mates killed, 3
become Prisoners of War1 and numerous others hospitalized with ‘Ole’ Olson during his 22 ops with
flak wounds. His position in the aircraft, with head in the turret Nevin Filby’s crew (14 Jun – 28 Jul 44)
George Olson photo
between two .50-calibre machine guns, was flanked by the incredible
sound of two 1,700 horsepower engines that did little to distract from the furious FLAK barrages
sent up by German gunners with the seemingly sole purpose of killing him.
While traversing his turret in search of Luftwaffe and reporting flak bursts, Ole composed poems
to keep his mind from dwelling on what might happen; he wrote them down after returning to base
and they later became a book. He had seen, on 08 Sep 44, Mitchell VO-B explode upon landing at
Dunsfold, killing the crew just minutes from safety. Two days later he penned the poem ‘No Place
to Hide’ that would become the title of his postwar book.
“…There is no cover for you to hide behind
Or a slit trench in which you can hide
No safe haven up there for you to find
Where you could take refuge inside…”
“Cy, my stomach’s killing me” Ole said into the intercom. “You better talk to the Medical Officer
when we get back” Cy advised. That raid was on the Marshalling Yards South of Rheydt; the flak
was accurate, intense; the windshield was shattered. Ground crew would count 94 flak holes.
1

See back cover
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Ole reported his troubles to the M.O. who,
after a long conversation and examination,
declared that Ole’s nerves would not take
another flak barrage. The crew were
declared tour-expired and sent home.
When I asked George about the experience
he told me that the medical staff were very
understanding; they listened attentively,
asked a few questions and soon told him
that his tour was complete.
It was not always so in the wartime RAF;
just a short time before, Ole’s problem had
a very good chance of being considered
‘Lack of Moral Fibre’, a moniker created to
dissuade aircrew from voicing such things.

Ole’s final crew (l-r): Cy Poissant, Peter Ryan, Fred Bing, and Ole.
Fred would be replaced (sinus problems) by Trevor Grice (inset).
Main photo: Peter Ryan collection Inset: D. Poissant collection

In the Journal of Military History, Edgar Jones states in his paper ‘LMF: The Use of Psychiatric
Stigma in the Royal Air Force During the Second World War’: “Lack of Moral Fibre, an
administrative term rather than a psychiatric diagnosis, first appeared in an Air Ministry policy
proposal to deter aircrew from reporting sick without due cause or simply refusing to fly. First
suggested in March 1940 and formally introduced in April, it was a response to rising psychiatric
casualties from the early operations of Bomber and Coastal Commands. Facing the threat of
invasion and presented with a shortage of aircrew, a group of senior RAF officers decided to
impose severe penalties on those who lost the confidence of their operational commanders without
an extenuating reason. As a general deterrent, driven by the belief the anxiety was contagious, the
RAF sent those suspected of LMF to assessment centres where they were shamed by the loss of
rank and privileges. Aircrew who were judged to have exhibited LMF were given no opportunity
to redeem themselves, many being discharged from the service as expeditiously as possible. The
calculated use of stigma gave the policy force, and the label ‘LMF’ was designed to differentiate
cases from psychiatric diagnoses such as flying stress, aeroneurosis, or aviator’s neurasthenia.
These disorders, like shell shock in the First World War, attracted popular sympathy and carried
an entitlement to a war pension, which the authorities were keen to avoid. However, the general
causes of shell shock and LMF were the same: exposure to, or the immediate prospect of, lifethreatening experiences.”
The referenced assessment centres included the ‘Aircrew Refresher School’ at RAF Norton in
Sheffield, described by author Kevin Wilson in his excellent book ‘Men of Air.’ For NCOs, a
quick interview with their commanding officer was followed by a stripping of rank and flying
brevet and a posting to a demeaning job in an unpleasant part of the country. Hostilities-only
officers were cashiered and drafted into the army as privates. Officers with permanent
commissions would be ‘invited’ to resign. In ALL circumstances, whether officer or NCO, their
files were marked with a large red W for ‘Waverer. Those retained for ‘Aircrew Refreshing’ faced
three weeks of parade square bashing, hours of day and night runs, courses in airmanship, law,
5

discipline and administration; physical training and unarmed combat, weaponry, hygiene and
personal sanitation.
Judgments were handed down regardless of an airman’s experience. Men who had completed a
tour and reached their breaking point during a second when they refused to fly were still considered
to be lacking in moral fibre. This shocking lack of logic was soon changed so that no airman who
had completed a tour could be considered LMF.
Less heavy-handed commanding officers could send selected aircrew to one of a number of
Convalescent centres for psychiatric care: Rauceby, Lincolnshire and Warneclife Hospital,
Sheffield. The RCAF had their own facility at Hackwood Park, Basingstoke. The greatest number
of cases were sent to the Rockside Hospital at Matlock, Derbyshire. A third recovered sufficiently
to return to ops.
The US 8th Air Force took a more enlightened view. Airmen showing signs of stress were sent to
rest homes, usually in requisitioned country houses. Extensive sport and amusement facilities were
available, as was the best of food. Airmen who showed little sign of recovery were sent home
without shame.
As the air war against Germany turned in favour of the Allies, the RAF Senior Command softened
their views on stress. The British Commonwealth Air Training Plan was supplying aircrew at a
rate that created excess numbers. There was also, no doubt, a fear of post war public reaction to
such harsh treatment of many gallant men.
It appears, given the results of a 1945 Air Ministry survey, that Operational Commanders held a
much more enlightened view of nervous tension than did Senior Command. Just 4,059 airmen and
officers had their files submitted for classification as LMF during the war; and of those 2,726 were
actually branded LMF.
04 Dec 44: George ‘Ole’ Olson, along with RCAF crewmates Cy Poissant and Peter Ryan, boarded
his last Air Force flight (a Dakota) from RAF Aerodrome B-58 Melsbroek to Swanton Morley
upon completion of Tour, posted to No. 3 Personnel Reception Centre to begin the journey home
to Canada. George and Jo Olson, pictured below, now live in Abbotsford, British Columbia.
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PILOT OFFICER PRUNE
From an article by John Moyles • Published in May 2005 issue of ‘Short Bursts’ Newsletter for Ex-Air Gunners

Nine months before the Battle of Britain began, Bill Hooper, a young “lapsed medical student”
like many of his English countrymen, then too old to be conscripted, had volunteered to serve in
the RAF. It was only matter of weeks after Great Britain had declared war on Germany.
Bill elected to fly with the RAF in much the same mood as so many cavalrymen who had formed
the nucleus of the Royal Flying Corps in WW 1. He was a keen horseman in his County Yeomanry
and fox hunt, and shuddered at the idea of taking a horse into war; and anyway, most cavalry now
had tanks.
Much to his dismay, he was told that, with all the 18 to 19 year olds called up, and those weekend
flyers, he was too old at 23 to go through for a Pilot. At that time the RAF needed Gunners for the
“heavies” and the fighter-bomber Bristol and Blenheim aircraft. He accepted the gratuitous
statement made to him by an interviewing Wing Commander who didn’t wear either the wings of
a Pilot or the half wing of a Gunner, “If you serve a while as an Air Gunner, you may be permitted
to re muster later for Pilot training.
After Bill completed Gunnery training June 1940, an RAF Personnel Officer, defying all reason,
sent him to 54 Fighter Squadron at Hornchurch, Essex. Since 54 Squadron flew Spitfires, a trained
Gunner was the last thing they needed in their single-seat fighters. When the misfit suggested to
the Adjutant, “couldn’t I sit in someone’s lap?” that gentleman said gently, “you are dismissed for
intelligence duties.”
From the time Bill volunteered for duty he kept what he called his “Doodle Diary”
which included drawings of a Prune-like figure. This led to the creation of a
nameless, egg headed, mushroom nosed Pilot type in cartoon form, drawn to
highlight Pilot mistakes Bill heard about. These drawings amused the fighter Pilots
as they viewed them in the crew room or sitting on the grass beside their aircraft
awaiting the next alert to “scramble” and take off to meet the enemy. Bill made
enough drawings to fill an illustrated book of hints and tips for fighter pilots from
lessons learned before and during the Battle of Britain. The
book, “Forget-Me-Nots” was published as a ‘Restricted’
volume.
About this time a WWI retired Army Captain, Anthony
Armstrong Willis, was commissioned Pilot Officer in the
RAF. Since he was known for his work in Punch magazine,
they asked him to edit and rewrite training material written
by service specialists for a proposed, ‘light hearted’
Training Memorandum, with the acronym “TEE EMM”.
Armstrong asked Bill Hooper to illustrate the document using the
character, P/O Percy Prune, from his notebook. TEE EMM with the first
Prune drawings was published on April 1, 1941.
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Bill used April 1st as Prune’s birthday and picked 1922 as his year of birth. Nobody, least of all
Bill, knew at the time, that first issue of TEE EMM which introduced Prune and his antics to the
entire Air Force, was the first step in creating a legend that would forever be part of the RAF
history. Ground crews loved Prune.
Although Pilots would never admit making any of the major blunders Prune committed in the
cockpit; many of them remembered instances when they would have said, “there but for the grace
of God, go I.”

Left: Pilot Officer Prune says “Any landing you can walk away from is a good one.”
Right: Always adjust your parachute harness. The Jerry pilot was so amazed he failed to pull
out of his dive…Prune claimed a victory.

Prunamania spreads. Crew members, other than Pilots requested representation in Bill Hooper’s
drawings; Bill responded:
Navigator – Freddy Fix RCAF; Bomb Aimer – Sergeant Straddle RNZAF;
Wireless Operator – Sergeant Back Tune (Scotchman) RAF;
Gunner – Sergeant Willy Winde RAAF; Mechanic – AC Plonk RAF;
Armourer – Ernie the Erk RAF.
After persistent pleas by the fliers of the Free French Air Squadrons in England, Bill created
Aspirant Pierre Preline, as a relative of Prune and just as inept. He was seen in the Free French
Bulletin.
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When Bill met his wife-to-be, Noelle, she was a WAAF. Noelle became WAAF Winsum in TEE
EMM. Bill and Noelle had a son so, it followed, that Prune and his wife, WAAF Winsum also
begat a son.
The “Orders” created for Prune became worldwide. The MHDOIF (the Most
Highly Derogatory Order of the Irremovable Finger) was conceived, the recipients
of which had his finger where it shouldn’t have been. They were anonymously
‘gazetted’ in the pages of TEE EMM. Bill was in a Blenheim aircraft with a Polish
pilot; they sat at the end of the runway waiting for the flare path to come on. Finally
the exasperated pilot announced over the R/T, “’ello Saloon, Red Two calling.
FINGER!” Immediately the airfield lit up like pre-war Piccadilly Circus.
In Burma the Enemy used to locate prisoners of war close to military locations to
deter allied bombers. On one raid a Squadron of RAF Hawker Typhoons spotted,
written on a roof, “POWs JAPS GONE. The Typhoons returned to base but their
commanding officer considered it was just an enemy ploy
MHDOIF
and sent the pilots back to attack. During the second strike
a message in large letters on the roof of a building read “This month is awarded to
“FINGER” The action was broken off. No Japanese would Pupil Pilot xxxx of No. xx
EFTS for conspicuous
think that one up!
Although TEE EMM publication was classified it was inevitable that a
copy or two should have found their way into German hands. Bill Hooper
received a citation from the German Captured Documents Department in
Berlin for the Iron Cross to be given to P/O Prune for destroying so many
allied aircraft!

confidence in his compass.
While flying on a certain
bearing he was told to fly
on the reciprocal of that
bearing, whereupon he
merely rotated the verge
ring of the compass
through 180 degrees and
continued to fly straight
ahead.”

Fortunately P/O Prune, WAAF Winsum, and the rest of their colleagues,
created by Bill Hooper, will never die. They live in the memories of
thousands of men and women who have flown in the RAF, and
Commonwealth Air Forces, and those Air Forces of Britain’s Allies
during the war. They think back with nostalgia and emotion to those days in the 1940’s when a
nondescript, dimwitted, cartoon character created so much laughter and helped ease the tension
for fliers when it was most needed.

An interesting point: in 1944 Bill Hooper’s posting to a bomber squadron came through – the
Burma Theatre. Of course Bill at this time was indispensable, the posting was quickly rescinded.
If, in 1940, that inept Personnel Officer had not erred in sending Air Gunner Bill Hooper to a
Fighter Squadron, P/O Prune would never have drawn breath!

ROYAL AIR FORCE TRAINING MEMORANDA (TEE EMM)
…copies of the original Royal Air Force publications, are now available for reading online at
http://aviationancestry.com/flightsafety/ complete with P/O Percy Prune illustrations to aid the
understanding of what not to do.
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IT’S RUBBISH TO CLAIM BRITAIN
PROVOKED HITLER INTO A FIGHT
Submitted by Dominic Sandbrook • BBC History Magazine (14 Sep 2015)
First published in August, 2009

The Second World War still stands out in the popular imagination as that rare thing: a uniquely
‘good’ war, a triumph of light over darkness, right over wrong, a war we can all commemorate
without shame. From Antony Beevor’s bestselling D-Day to the vastly successful Call of Duty
video-game series, our fascination with the struggle against fascism seems utterly inexhaustible.

And yet, since even the most cherished and sensitive historical topics still deserve critical inquiry,
there is no reason to take the story of the war at face value. For the novelist Nicholson Baker, for
example, the war was an avoidable tragedy: in his iconoclastic non-fiction account Human Smoke,
published to enormous controversy in 2008, he argued that the Allies effectively provoked Hitler
into starting the war, and that the pacifists – who thought that Nazism could be beaten by moral
example – were right all along.
Although Baker clearly thought he was being terribly daring in challenging the myths of the war,
people have been doing it for decades. During the 1960s and 1970s, for example, a generation of
left-wing playwrights, horrified by the war in Vietnam, produced a string of works like Howard
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Brenton’s The Churchill Play, looking more critically at the cult of the war and of Winston
Churchill.
Controversy over the record of Sir Arthur ‘Bomber’ Harris, head of Bomber Command, raged
throughout the last years of his life, and in radical circles it became fashionable to equate the
bombing of Hamburg or Dresden with the war crimes committed by the Nazis. And in the United
States, the argument about the morality of dropping the atom bomb on Japan has been raging since
the Sixties, with some historians claiming that it was merely a brutal, racist exercise in intimidating
the Soviet Union, the first shot in the Cold War.
Whatever you think of these claims – and most of them strike me as pretty absurd – there is no
doubt that reducing the war to a Tolkienesque struggle of good and evil is much too simplistic.
There is a terrible irony in the fact that although Britain and France entered the war to save Poland,
the conflict actually ended with central and Eastern Europe occupied by the Red Army and
virtually incorporated into the Soviet empire. And as any visitor to the excellent historical
museums in the Baltic capitals of Vilnius, Riga and Tallinn quickly realises, the Allied victory in
1945 is not an event fondly remembered in that corner of Europe, since it brought their subjugation
by a dictatorship that, despite its rhetoric, was not much less brutal than that of the Nazis.
To argue for a more nuanced account of the war than the ‘greatest generation’ nonsense, however,
is not the same as assuming moral equivalence between the warring parties. While Beevor’s
account of D-Day includes plenty of details of Allied atrocities against their German opponents,
there is also a mature recognition that nasty things happen in warfare, and a sense that the liberation
of France was a noble cause.
And while some of the Allies’ tactics might strike tender souls as heavy-handed, it beggars belief
that they are so quick to overlook the fact that Britain never wanted war, did everything it could to
avoid it, and nevertheless found itself in a struggle for its very existence against an enemy who
reached moral depths unparalleled in history.
Many of the war’s critics, it seems to me, suffer from the same blight of self-righteous, selfflagellating present-mindedness that disfigures so much commentary on historical events.
Nicholson Baker’s book, for instance, was clearly written with Iraq in mind, frequently distorts
the historical record (for instance, by taking quotations out of context), and has a good claim to be
one of the most misguided history books written in my lifetime.
Thankfully, however, there is a good antidote. In Richard Overy’s recent book The Morbid Age, a
cultural and intellectual history of Britain in the Thirties, we get a sense of how millions of ordinary
people, understandably drawn to pacifism in the early part of the decade, stiffened their sinews
and rolled up their sleeves when the extent of Hitler’s villainy became clear.
Contrary to what Baker and others suggest, they were not warmongers or imperialists, but reluctant
warriors, entering into a messy and bloody struggle only as a last resort. And seven decades on,
there is no need to suspend our critical faculties to admit that we owe them a tremendous debt.
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ARCHIVISTS REPORT 116
Russell Legross

My contribution on this occasion concerns the passing of the latest Reunion held in Bedford
over the weekend of the 18th to 20th September 2015.
Whilst we were again low on numbers attending, the Reunion was kept very low key. As
a result no General Meeting was held because again we were not quorate. Instead of holding
a formal meeting those that were present held an informal discussion as to the future of the
Association.
The consensus of the discussions were as follows:The Association would continue to function and annual subscriptions would remain at
£10.00 per year due on the 1st January 2016.
The distribution of Dispersals was discussed and sadly as Peter Jenner is currently unable
to prepare and edit the UK contribution it was agreed that until such times as Peter can
return to the task we agreed that any contributions would be sent to the Secretary and
prepared for forwarding to Canada for inclusion in forthcoming issues.
A full version of Dispersals would then be returned via email for distribution to members
here in the UK.
Distribution here in the UK will be via email to members who have provided email
addresses.
Members who do not have email will receive a hard copy via Royal Mail.
Currently membership here in the UK stands at 34 members.
On a more pleasant note I have received some information relating to a project known as
the Bomber Command Digital Archive Project This project is being conducted by a Dr.
Dan Ellin at the University of Lincoln and following a request to Roy Wilkinson (98 Sqdn)
for information and personal interviews about time served. In the correspondence received
to date Dr Ellin stressed that interviews with veterans would cover all of those associated
with Bomber Command including 2TAF and those who flew from North Africa and Italy.
For further information Dr Ellin can be contacted at the University of Lincoln (email
dellin@lincoln.ac.uk) who will make contact with anyone who wishes to participate.
Finally I have spoken to Peter Jenner who as we all know is now in a Residential Home.
He is keeping well and hopes in the near future to resume his role as editor and on behalf
of all our members I passed on our best wishes to him for the future.
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A LOOK BACK:
A/C G.J.C. ‘CHRISTOPHER’ PAUL
From The Telegraph • 27 Mar 2003

Air Commodore Christopher Paul died at 95 years of age; he was a wartime bomber pilot who
became involved in promoting gliding and other aspects of the boom in private flying after the
Second World War.
Paul was given his first operational command in 1940 with No 150
Squadron, which was re-equipping with Vickers Wellingtons following the
costly losses of Fairey Battles in France.
After a frustrating period when navigational aids were insufficient to
conduct satisfactory night bomber operations, he was posted to "Bomber"
Harris' headquarters as a watch keeper. He then moved to Flying Training
Command, converting trainers into makeshift bombers.
When Paul joined the directing staff of the Army Staff College at
Camberley he was at first disconcerted to discover that his RAF students
included some highly decorated officers who had seen far more action than
he had; but he took the opportunity to milk them of their experience for his
eventual return to operations.
In early 1944 he was posted to No 13 Operational Training Unit to learn to fly Mitchell light
bombers, where he attracted the attention of Air Vice-Marshal Basil Embry, the holder of a DSO
and three Bars, who was preparing the 2nd Tactical Air Force to support the forthcoming
Normandy invasion.
On taking over No 98 Squadron at Dunsfold,
Surrey, Paul was delighted by the presence
of so many Canadians. Their food parcels
and camp fire parties were especially
appreciated, though they had a disconcerting
habit of shooting at empty beer cans for
revolver practice during their late night
revels. Nevertheless, he noted with pleasure
that the nightingales of Dunsfold Woods
seemed to be inspired in their singing by the
hum of the squadron's two-engine Mitchells.
When the invasion was launched, Paul was
awarded a DFC for the way in which he led
the squadron in day and night attacks on
tactical targets. His citation stated: "He has at

George Churchard (left) & Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan of 98 Squadron; both
are RCAF. “…disconcerting habit of shooting at empty beer
cans…” Peter Ryan collection photo
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all times maintained a high standard of determination, keenness and accuracy and has developed
a fine fighting team which strikes the enemy with great precision and concentration."
Gerald John Christopher Paul was born on October 31 1907, and educated at Cheltenham and St
John's, Cambridge, where he learned to fly with the University Air Squadron.
He was commissioned in 1929 and joined No. 13, an Army Co-operation Squadron, equipped with
Armstrong Whitworth Atlas biplanes. The following year, when RAF pilots were serving in
aircraft carriers, he joined No 446 Flight in Courageous. When the Navy recovered its air arm,
Paul came ashore in 1938 to No 90 Squadron, flying two-engine Blenheims.
After the war, Paul became commanding
officer of No 13 OTU at Middleton St George,
County Durham. He was delighted to discover
a neglected Tiger Moth on the station, after
which he enjoyed flights before breakfast until the morning he hit a low coaxial cable
linking two masts and crashed. He reported that
he was showing off and entirely to blame.
Years afterwards, when he lost the sight in his
left eye, doctors attributed it to the accident.
In late 1946 Paul joined the headquarters of the
diminished remnants of 2nd Tactical Air Force
De Havilland DH82 tiger Moth
Ray Abela photo
at Bad Eilsen in Germany. The base's previous
Luftwaffe occupants had accumulated looted Cognac, Champagne and other wines, so Paul and
his fellow officers charged themselves a token penny a tot.
Paul also took advantage of the splendid gliding facilities which had formed the basis of Luftwaffe
training since the end of the First World War, and which had been developed to allow the Germans
to circumvent the rearmament restrictions of the Versailles Treaty.
His next move was to the United States, where he served with the Joint Services Mission in
Washington and at the USAF War College at Maxwell Field, Alabama.
In 1949 Paul returned to the Air Ministry for Intelligence duties which centred on countering the
developing Soviet bomber force. He regarded tête à tête background briefings for Aneurin Bevan
as light relief.
Paul was discussing the joys of gliding with RAF colleagues in a London cab when he hit on the
idea of launching a gliding and soaring club in the Service. A year at the Imperial Defence College
followed from 1953. Paul then went on to become commandant of the Central Flying School at
Little Rissington, Gloucestershire, and at the same time qualified as a Meteor jet pilot.
At the beginning of 1956 Paul arrived in Aden as Senior Air Staff Officer. A year later he returned
to the Air Ministry for his final appointment as director of operational training. In October 1958
16

he took advantage of a "golden bowler" retirement, with the proceeds of which he paid off his
children's school fees and bought a small Druine Turbulent aeroplane.
Paul was appointed secretary general of the Air League
of the British Empire, which required him to travel
throughout Britain both by car and his own aircraft. He
made a major contribution to the post-war increase in
private flying, not least by converting an Air League
journal into the aviation magazine Air Pictorial.
In time he was welcomed to the Royal Aero Club, the
Gliding Association and the Tiger Club committees,
becoming president in 1968 of the Popular Flying
Association, which encouraged group ownership of
private aircraft.

ALBE Logo Pin

delcampe.net photo

In the late 1960s Paul fell out with council members at the Air League, and was dismissed in 1971.
He busied himself with village affairs at Old Alresford in Hampshire and with the Soldiers, Sailors
and Airmen's Families Association, while writing for Air Pictorial, by this time an independent
publication.
He also carried out extensive research on behalf of the Fleet Air Arm Museum, and produced a
history of No 90 Squadron. In 1989 he became president of the Central Flying School Association.
Paul was appointed CB in 1956. He also held the Belgian Croix de Guerre and the Czech Military
Cross, and was a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society.
In 1937 he married Rosemary Lane, with whom he had two sons and a daughter. She died in 1975;
he married, secondly, in 1985, Mollie Samuels, who survives him.

AND IN HIS OWN WORDS…
From a 1997 letter from A/C Paul to Hank Hastings, Chair 2TAF MBA Canadian Wing

I’m glad you visited Nottingham and I hope you liked it. I was born and bred there and my father
was a doctor with a practice there. I played rugger for our local club, and on Saturday nights we
always celebrated in Leicester where our atrocities were not known to those who lived in
Nottingham. We usually had a drink in Loughborough with the Leicester Rugger Club on their
way to Nottingham, for similar reasons. Nottingham girls were celebrated for being attractive and,
when in 1941 I was on Wellingtons and stationed at Newton, close to Nottingham, I was reminded
of this by our Polish fellow squadrons whose members besieged Nottingham and against whose
accents and air of persecuted glamour, our own lads never had a chance!
We did score one victory. My squadron having had a bit of a beating got a night’s stand-down and,
of course, all disappeared into Nottingham. While everybody was out, an intruder left a stick of
bombs across the station, not all of which went off. Two UXBs lay one on each side of the Sgt’s
Mess which was roped off, clearance people informed and, because they [bombs] were pristine
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examples of something new, special orders came via Group, Command, and Air Ministry to touch
nothing until the specialist team from London arrived the next day.
About midnight the drunks arrived back and found the mess roped off and the bar inaccessible…A
gang of Air Gunners seized 2 wheel barrows, loaded onto them the 2 UXBs, and wheeled them off
into the woods where they were tipped off into the undergrowth. Mess opened up; bar opened up;
party resumed.
Much later the Poles returned. No drinks for them, but told to go and find the missing UXBs –
which they never did. Next day the high powered specialist bomb team arrived, to be told we had
lost the bombs.
To this day, the 2 UXBs must be there somewhere. The more important problem was never solved:
Did we court martial the wheel barrow gunners? Or decorate them for bomb clearance bravery?
I’m keeping out of mischief attempting to compile a short history of our Royal Naval Air Service
1912-18. The more I delve into it, the more I discover the great part played by Canadians. Most
famous of all, of course is Raymond Collishaw.
As a very junior Flying Officer RAF posted to serve in the Fleet Air Arm on HMS Courageous, I
found him as the RAF Wing Commander in command of the RAF element on the ship. He guided
me through the pitfalls waiting for a very
inexperienced young RAF pilot in his first
service afloat and was kindness itself. Later,
I met him again when, as a Group Captain
RAF, he commanded RAF Heliopolis. By
then I was in HMS Furious and we would
fly up from Alexandria to Heliopolis for a
weekend in Cairo…always a great party.
But many others; and the more I read, the
more I realize the great debt my RAF owes
to our own gallant Canadians. Not least
those who it was my privilege to lead from
time to time in 98 Squadron.
Which leads me to the list of names in ‘The
Canadian Corner;’ no less than 20. Clearly
98 is as strong in Canada as anywhere and
this delights me.

W/C Paul & crew at RAF Dunsfold. L-r: FO Zdenek Kokes (AG), LAC
Donald Booth, FO Bill Williams (Nav/B), Wng Cdr Paul (Pilot), LAC
Fred Halsey, PO Mitch Jansen (AG). Fred Halsey photo via Russ Legross

I found much else of great interest in your newsletters; not least your kind account of your visit
here and news of Larry Dunlap.
With kind regards and all good wishes,
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DOUGLAS A-20 FOR LEWIS AIR LEGENDS
Michael O’Leary • ‘Air Classics’ Magazine

On 15 July, 2015, test pilot Stewart "Stew" Dawson gently pulled back on the control yoke and
made aviation history as a Douglas A-20 Havoc took to the air for the first time in nearly a quartercentury. Impeccably restored by Aero Trader at Chino Airport, California, the aircraft is A-20G
43-21709. Owned by Rod Lewis of San Antonio, Texas, the Havoc served with the 46th Bomb
Group — an Operational Training Unit (OTU) — located at Morris Field near Charlotte, North
Carolina. It remained in the training mission until May 1945 when it was flown to Hill Field in
Utah. At this time, the entire A-20 fleet was deemed to have little significance for the post-war
USAAF and, with the end of the war, overseas examples were blown up at their bases while
Stateside aircraft were flown to Reconstruction Finance Corporation fields scattered across the
country for storage and disposal.
Havoc 43-21709 was at Searcy Field near Stillwater, Oklahoma, and it was part of 475 aircraft
purchased by famed "Hollywood pilot" Paul Mantz. The aviator intended to scrap the majority of
the aircraft (and make a large profit), but he kept a core of former warplanes, reasoning they would
be useful in post-war Hollywood films. The Havoc was the only example of its type in this group
and it was made airworthy and flown to Paul Mantz Air Services, Lockheed Air Terminal,
Burbank, California, where it was registered NX67932.
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On 28 November 1951, it was purchased by Glenn J. McCarthy — a self-made millionaire — who
started working in oil fields as a roughneck at the age of 14 and worked his way up. McCarthy
sponsored several aircraft at the post-war Cleveland National Air Races and had the Havoc
converted as a fast personal transport with an executive interior and the registration N22M. Larger
than life, McCarthy built a huge new hotel in Houston, Texas, named The Shamrock (an 18-story
monument decorated in 63 shades of green) and then purchased Howard Hughes Boeing 307 to
fly his more wealthy guests to the opening party. McCarthy inspired the Edna Ferber novel "Giant"
and the movie of the same name.

McCarthy sold the Havoc in 1954 to Valley Hail Suppression association of Nebraska who
apparently wanted to convert the plane for weather modification. This did not happen and the
aircraft began to go through numerous ownerships, its condition constantly going downhill, before
winding up with the irrepressible Isaac Newton ‘Junior’ Burchinal of Paris, Texas. At the time
Junior was operating the Flying Tiger Air Museum and flight school and giving ratings in
Warbirds. Owner of the largest truck stop in Paris, as well as being the local preacher, Junior never
got around to using the Havoc before he was nailed for drug running.
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The aircraft went to William "Willy" Farah of El Paso, Texas. A wealthy clothing manufacturer,
Farah had been a bomber pilot during World War Two and he brought the machine back to flying
condition as N3WF, which flew again in 1974. This was not a restoration to today's standards, but
a reasonable effort at making an airworthy Havoc.

Willy got into trouble with the IRS and donated the Havoc to the National Air and Space Museum.
However, the IRS stepped in and grabbed the A-20 so it could be sold to benefit creditors. The
aircraft became the property of the Lone Star Flight Museum in Galveston. It was purchased by an
Australian buyer [Steve Searle] and moved to Aero Trader. Unfortunately, the Australian died and
that is when Rod Lewis stepped in and purchased the A-20 and contracted Aero Trader to bring it
back to complete authentic World War Two condition. This was a huge job since all military
equipment had been stripped and the interior and structure modified for the executive role. It took
six years, but Aero Trader got the job done, with an operational Martin 250 turret installed,
working bomb bay, full armament, and all original wartime fittings.
As of 13 August, the Havoc had made four flights. Currently a ‘Tokyo’ tank is being built to extend
the type's limited range. Rod Lewis commented, "From what Stewart is telling me about the first
flights, I am going to enjoy the flight characteristics. The A-20 represents to the collection [Lewis
Air Legends] one the absolute jewels of what I am taking care to pass on to the next generation in
order to show the world these amazing aircraft and to honour those that fought for our freedom."
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F/A-18 SUPER HORNET – A BETTER JET
Michael Buyers • National Post

Pity Canada’s fighter jet pilots: their 33-year-old CF-18 Hornets are suffering from metal fatigue,
to the point where strong G-forces could rip off their wings.
Some of the CF-18s are being refitted in a move that officials claim will extend their lives to 2025.
But metal fatigue is difficult to address through refits and for safety reasons, the planes are no
longer used for training in aerial
combat, or sent to places where
they might become involved in a
“dogfight.” Instead, they drop
precision-guided bombs in places
where there are no enemy jets.
The need to avoid air-to-air
combat helps explain why the six
CF-18s deployed with great
fanfare to Romania and Lithuania
last year for NATO support were
quietly withdrawn just seven
months later. The Canadian
planes were of limited use for
An American F/A-18F prepares to launch from flight deck of carrier USS
Theodore Roosevelt. US Navy Content Services via AP
training Eastern European pilots
and of little deterrence value vis-à-vis the Russian Air Force.
Unfortunately, the proposed fleet of new F-35 Strike Fighters will provide little improvement in
the dogfighting department. The pressure to build a stealth aircraft, and to do so in the same
airframe as a vertical-landing version, has resulted in a relatively heavy jet with small wings and
a single engine. As the Rand Corporation has stated, the F-35 “can’t turn, can’t climb, can’t run.”
There are other reasons why the F-35 is wrong for Canada. Our current fleet of CF-18s is used in
NORAD missions to intercept suspect aircraft inside or approaching North American airspace,
including in the Arctic, where twin-engine aircraft are safer. They can also be used in coalition
operations to attack ground targets in situations of “air superiority.” They are not used for firstday strikes against enemy radar and anti-aircraft installations, the mission for which the stealthy
F-35 was designed.
The F-35 is punishingly expensive. They currently cost $170- to $180-million per plane to
produce, and have operating and sustainment costs that are double that of an F/A-18 Super Hornet,
the other US-made fighter jet currently in production.
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The F-35 could become even more expensive if problems with the engine and software are not
soon resolved. In April, a U.S. Government Accountability Office report found the F-35’s engine
reliability “very poor.” This,
combined with ongoing problems
with the plane’s software, means that
the U.S. “procurement plan may not
be affordable.”
In Canada, these cost risks and
uncertainties could consume a large
portion of our defence budget,
leaving little money for muchneeded ships, trucks and search-andrescue planes.
The Harper government erred when,
in 2010, it announced its intention to Peter MacKay, former Canadian Minister of Defense, sits in an F-35 cockpit
during the tender process. Canadian Press photo by Adrian Wylde.
purchase 65 F-35s. The mistake was
exacerbated when the government misled Canadians by claiming that the life-cycle cost of the fleet
would be $16 billion — when it would actually be at least $45 billion.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper responded to the ensuing kerfuffle by suspending the F-35
procurement, ordering the Air Force to conduct an “options analysis” and then attempting to push
the issue beyond the October election.
Fortunately, a reasonable and affordable solution is available: the F/A-18 Super Hornet. The U.S.
Navy is buying Super Hornets to operate in conjunction with its F-35s, because of the Super
Hornet’s ability to dogfight, as well as the over-water safety provided by its twin engines.
The Super Hornet is the latest version of the CF-18. For this reason, Canada would only need to
acquire 30 to 40 as a fleet extension. The Super Hornets could then be used for day-to-day
operations, while the CF-18s are reserved for situations requiring a larger number of planes.
This approach would result in substantial savings on the acquisition, operating and sustainment
costs associated with an entirely new full fleet of fighter jets. It would also ensure that new planes
arrive before the CF-18s become un-flyable.
From a long-term cost perspective, a fleet extension of Super Hornets would provide a capability
“bridge’ of up to two decades, giving future governments time to ascertain whether a new full fleet
of fighter jets is needed, or whether the development of autonomous dogfight-capable drones will
have rendered such planes obsolete.
There is no time to waste. The only way to maintain our current fighter jet capabilities is to provide
our pilots with a new and improved version of the plane they already fly.
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98 SQUADRON CREWS LOST
07 JUN 44 - 25 NOV 44
(From page 4)

A/C ID
& Serial
11/12-Jun-44 VO-D
Night
FW184
Date

12/13-Jun-44
Night

VO-D
FW129

23-Jul-44

VO-S
FV985

23-Jul-44

VO-R
FW122

19-Aug-44
Night

VO-B
HD329

8-Sep-44
Evening

VO-B
FW188

12-Sep-44
Evening

VO-E
FW167

25-Sep-44

VO-N
FW194

25-Sep-44

VO-Y
FW211

Rank
F/S
F/S
F/S
F/S
F/L
F/L
F/O
W/O
F/O
S/L
P/O
F/S
F/O
F/L
F/O
Sgt
Sgt
F/L
F/O
W/O
W/O
P/O
F/L
F/S
P/O
F/O
F/O
W/O
F/S
F/S
F/O
W/O
F/L
P/O
F/O
F/S
F/S

Crew
Name
Thurston, W.V.
Dean, F.G.
Girvin, W.I.
Zado, A.F.
Dawes, W.E.
Richardson, G.
Green, L.F.
Jenkinson, J.A.
Everest, V.
Paynter, H.
Dodd, J.
Riley, T.F.
McGregor, R.A.
Weekes, W.D.StC.
Mills, E.R.
Taylor, W.
Thomas, C.E.W.
Mewa, A.
Ajrekar, L.S.
Pitt, F.F.
Nichols, A.E.
Loveridge, D.L.
Logie, R.F.
Churchard, D.G.
Durling, R.D.
Marlow, K.
Mercer, A.N.
Staines, L.K.
Tams, R.
Williams, B.L.
Lennie, T.J.
Bowmaster, H.F.
Carter, C.B.
Harrison, S.
Munton, G.R.
Nottle, H.M.
Taylor, R.G.

Status
K
K
K
PoW
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
PoW
K
K
K
K
PoW

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM

